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THE COMPLETE LINE

OF TIMBER PRO

PRODUCTS

YARD TREATMENT
DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Surface Preparation

The surface must be relatively free from dirt, discoloration, and loose fibers. The cambium layer must be removed to allow the Log Yard 

Treatment to penetrate into the logs. Protect, cover, or mask all nearby surfaces not being treated.

Method of application

Saturate the wood using a low-pressure sprayer. Apply the product heavily either on a  low-pressure garden-type sprayer or HVLP 

sprayer. Higher-pressure sprayers tend to atomize the product resulting in loss of product. Allow the product to absorb, and then brush 

out any runs or drips.

Number of Coats

Apply 2 coats of Timber Pro Ultra DF Formula allow 16 hours dry between coats and at least 16 hours prior to heavy foot traffic. For lower 

lying decks or decks subject to heavy moisture exposure 1 coat is recommended.

Coverage Per Coat

Log Yard Treatment covers approximately 250-350 sq. ft/gallon depending on wood surface porosity.

Drying Time

 Drying time approximate 16 hours, depending on humidity and temperature.

Clean Up

Clean Up: Clean up overspray, drips and splashes immediately with water. Clean all tools & application equipment with soap & water.

Precautions

Do not apply if rain for freezing temperature is likely to occur. Do not allow the product to freeze.

Stirring

Stir contents well.

Warranty
When applied to new wood according to the label directions. If this Timber Pro product is proved to be defective 

after purchase Timber Pro Coatings Ltd. will furnish any necessary additional product free of charge or will refund 

the purchase price at the company’s option. This warranty does not include labor or coat of labor. For the 

application of the product, this warranty gives you specific legal rights. And you may also have other rights that vary 

from country to country.


